
All new look featuring a nimbus 
grey and cyan dropstitch with 

split deckpad

Central living hinge: board can 
be folded and rolled into a super 

small package

Quad stringer tensioning system: 
giving maximum rigidity

Compact Range
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Half the size,
double the adventure!

The Compact range pushes the boundaries of what an inflatable board can 
be…making the sport more convenient and more accessible than ever before.

Package includes;
PACTTM Inflatable Paddle Board, Compact Backpack, Titan II Pump, 5pc paddle, 2x Click fins
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Compact Range

Compact 12’0 Package
Designed for the ultimate adventurer paddler

This board is an ideal match for paddlers who are passionate about going further and touring 
further than anyone before with the convenience of a compact all-in-one package.

The 12’0 increased length makes this board perfect for the ultimate explorer who wants to travel the world 
with their SUP. Designed with a drawn out shape to increase glide, the 12’0 Compact is ideal for paddlers 

who want to explore without limitation. Large volume make this board an ideal exploring and touring board, 
designed for competent paddlers.

The board has a quad stringer tensioning system and RSS battens giving maximum rigidity. The split deck 
pad means the board is easier than ever to fold and roll away into a super small package, making it the most 
transportable adventure SUP on the market. The board has a super-strong but supple outer layer that can 

be packed away neatly in its Compact backpack.

Compact 9’6 Package
Half the size - double the adventure! A revolutionary board that offers convenience and 

performance - perfect for a weekend adventure, or an after-work paddle. 

The 9’ 6’’ Compact from Red Paddle Co is one of the most transportable SUP boards on the planet. 

Whether travelling by foot, bike, or public transport, you’ll love how convenient it is transporting this 

board in a backpack.

Imagine how liberated you’ll feel leaving your stuffy office, throwing on your Compact backpack and 

heading out towards the open sea or local river. Ten years in the making, this revolutionary board is a 

step forward in what an inflatable board can be. It’s a full-sized SUP that folds down to half the size of 

a conventional inflatable paddle board.

Length - 9’6”
Thickness - 4.7”/120mm

Width - 32”/813mm
Volume - 160Ltrs

Fins - twin click fin
Max Rider - 95kg/210lbs

Compact 11’0 Package
The 11’0 Compact is a full-sized touring SUP that packs down to half the size of a 

conventional inflatable paddle board.

Full of practical features and innovations, this board is an ideal match for paddlers who regularly 

travel with their board or want to adventure further with the convenience of an all-in-one package.

The increased length makes this board perfect for longer paddling adventures and paddlers travelling 

the world with their SUP. Designed with a more drawn out shape to increase glide, the 11’0 Compact is 

ideal for paddlers who want to travel and explore without limitation.

Length - 11’0”
Thickness - 4.7”/120mm

Length - 12’0”
Thickness - 4.7”/120mm

Width - 32”/813mm
Volume - 259Ltrs

Width - 32”/813mm
Volume - 302Ltrs

Fins - twin click fin
Max Rider - 110kg/242lbs

Fins - twin click fin
Max Rider - 110kg/242lbs
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